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Abstract 
Let W = W(A, T, q) be a simple generalized Witt algebra over a field F of characteristic 0 
built from an abelian torsion-free group A, an F-vector space T, and a pairing cp : T x A ---t F. 
For simplicity, assume that dim T > 4. Let L = t’s, z E A, be the simple subalgebras of W of 
generalized Cartan type S, as introduced in our earlier paper (1997). We show that H*(L,F) is 
isomorphic to the space of skew-symmetric bilinear forms T x T + F. @ 1999 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Clusszjication: Primary: 17B40, 17B65; secondary: 17B.56, 17B68 
1. Introduction 
Let F be a field of characteristic 0. The formal vector fields 
(1.1) 
where tl , . , t, are independent variables, form a Lie algebra under the usual bracket 
operation. One encounters in the literature several classes of such Lie algebras, 
depending on the nature of the coefficients fi in (1.1): 
(1) the J’s are formal power series in tl, . . , t,; 
(2) the J;:‘s are polynomials in the tl,. . , t,; 
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(3) the J’s are formal Laurent series in ti,. . . , tn; 
(4) the 5’s are Laurent polynomials in tl, . . , t,,. 
The case (1) leads to the classical infinite dimensional simple Lie algebras of Cartan 
type W,S,H, or K. The case (2) leads to the polynomial versions of these Cartan type 
algebras. 
For the precise definition of these algebras in the cases (1) and (2), we refer the 
reader to [6], where the main objective is the computation of the cohomology of these 
and related algebras. 
The cases (3) and (4) have not been studied extensively so far, but see [5,8,9]. 
For us, the most important case is (4). Let Q,, denote the algebra 
of Laurent polynomials in tl , . . . , tiz. Observe that Qn is isomorphic to the group algebra 
of the free abelian group Z” of rank n. 
Denote by W, the Lie algebra of all vector fields (1.1) with J;: E Qn. This algebra is 
simple and is also known as the Witt algebra. The classical divergence (notation Div) 
is defined by 
* ah 
Div(X) = c -. 
j=, ati 
(1.2) 
The kernel of Div is a subalgebra of W, which is not simple, but its derived algebra 
S, is simple (provided that n 2 3). The shifted spaces 
kl 
t1 . ’ . t$& 
are also simple subalgebras of W,. We refer to these as classical simple Lie algebras 
of Cartan type S. 
The algebras W, have been generalized by Kawamoto [7]. In Section 2 we describe 
this generalization by using the notation introduced in our paper [2] which is quite 
different from Kawamoto’s notation. These generalized Witt algebras W are constructed 
from a vector space T, called the maximal torus, a torsion-free abelian group A, and 
a pairing cp : T x A -+ F. One can easily describe under which conditions this algebra 
W = W(A, T, cp) is simple. In this more general setting, Div does not make sense, but 
there is a natural definition of another divergence which we call div. Unfortunately 
Div and div do not agree in the case W = W,, but there is a simple relation between 
them. 
Let W = W(A, T, cp) be a simple generalized Witt algebra. In our paper [4] we have 
introduced some simple subalgebras L = t’S, z E A, of W. Here S is the derived sub- 
algebra of P? = ker (div) and for simplicity we assume that dim T > 3. For precise 
definition of these algebras see Section 2. We refer to these algebras L as the Lie 
algebras of generalized Cartan type S. They were studied in detail in [4]. 
The main objective of the present paper is to compute the second cohomology 
H’(L,F), for the above mentioned simple Lie algebras L, with coefficients in the 
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trivial L-module F. Our main result (Theorem 4.1) states that H2(L, F) is isomorphic, 
as a vector space, to the space of skew-symmetric bilinear forms T x T ---) F provided 
that dim T 2 4. The cases where dim T = 1 or 2 have been considered in our previous 
papers [ 1,3]. The case dim T = 3 remains unresolved. 
In Section 4 we state our main result. The proof is rather long and is distributed 
over the remaining sections. 
2. Generalized Witt algebras 
We start with an arbitrary field F of characteristic 0, and an abelian group A. Let 
FA be the corresponding group algebra with F-basis tX, x E A. By definition we have 
txt’ = tx+y and we write 1 instead of to. We also need an F-vector space T and a map 
q : T x A + F which is F-linear in the first variable and Z-linear in the second one. 
For simplicity, we shall write t”d instead of tX @ 8 for x E A and (! E T. We also define 
a(x) = (a,x) = cp(a,x). 
The F-vector space W = FA 8~ T can be made into a Lie algebra so that 
[txal, tya2] = tx+y(a,(y)a2 - a2(x)a,) (2.1) 
holds for all x, y E A and at, 32 E T. We shall refer to W = W(A, T, cp) as the generalized 
Witt algebra. 
On one hand, W is a free left FA-module. On the other hand, FA is a left W-module 
such that 
fa. t; = qy)tx+.v. (2.2) 
Each WE W acts on FA as a derivation, and so we have a homomorphism of Lie 
algebras 
W + Der (FA). (2.3) 
The subspaces W, := PT, x E A, define the A-gradation of W compatible with the 
Liealgebra structure, i.e., we have [W,, WY] c W,+,. In particular we have WO = T. 
The divergence div : W +FA is the F-linear map such that 
div (Pa) = d(x)P (2.4) 
holds for all x E A and d E T. It has the following two properties: 
div(fw)=Sdiv(w)+w.f (2.5) 
and 
div [u, v] = u . div (v) - v . div (u) (2.6) 
where u,v,w E W and f E FA are arbitrary. The latter property shows that div is 
a derivation of W with values in the W-module FA. 
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Kawamoto [7] has shown that W is a simple Lie algebra if and only if A # 0 and 
cp is nondegenerate in the sense that 
@x)=0, VXEA * d=O, (2.7) 
and 
(a,~) =o, vaE T + X=o. (2.8) 
From now on we shall assume that W is simple. The condition (2.8) implies that A 
is torsion-free. 
3. Subalgebras of Cartan type S 
Since div : W -+ FA is a derivation of degree 0, its kernel 3 := ker (div) is a homo- 
geneous subalgebra of W: 
For x E A define the F-linear function J? : T --f F by s(a) = a(x). The condition (2.8) 
shows that, if T* is the dual space of T, the Z-linear map A ---f T” sending x H f is 
injective. If T, := ker(l;), then we have $ = t”T,. Hence SO = Wo = T and, for x # 0, & 
is a hyperplane of W,. In particular, if dim T = 1, then 3 = T. To avoid trivialities, we 
shall assume always that dim T > 1. 
Let S := (#)’ be the derived algebra of s. We know (see [4]) that 
More generally, the subspaces tZ,!?, z E A, are subalgebras of W and their derived 
algebras are given by 
(t”3) = t’s = c t”rx_,. 
-+ 
If dim T 2 3, all the subalgebras t’S are simple. If dim T = 2, then S itself is simple 
while the shifted algebras t”S, z # 0, are not. Their derived algebras 
(t’s)‘= c P-T,_,, z#O, 
X$%2 
are simple. 
We shall refer to the subalgebras t”S, dim T > 3, and (PS)‘, dim T =2, as the 
subalgebras of Cartan type S. 
These algebras were studied in our previous papers: [3] when dim T = 2 and z = 0, [l] 
when dim T = 2 and z # 0, and [4] when dim T 2 3. In the first two of these papers, 
but not in the third one, we have computed the second cohomology of these simple Lie 
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algebras with coefficients in the trivial module F. The case dim T 2 4 will be treated 
in the present paper. Some of our arguments are not valid if dim T = 3 and so we were 
forced to exclude that case. 
4. Statement of the main result 
We assume that dim T > 3 and we set L = PS. A 2-cocycle of L (with values in F) 
is a skew-symmetric bilinear form $ : L x L + F satisfying 
for all X, Y, Z E L. 
We denote by L, the homogeneous component of L of degree u E A. We recall that 
L, = t”T,_, if u #z, and L, = 0. 
Given a 2-cocycle + and elements U, v E A\(z), we define the bilinear form 
The skew-symmetry of $ implies that 
$“,da2, & I= - $U,tI(&> a,> 
(4.2) 
(4.3 1 
holds for dl E T,_, and dz E To_,. 
By setting X = Pa,, Y = t”a2, and Z = twd3 in (4.1), we deduce that 
4h+v,w(al(4a2 - a2(4al, a,) + h+da2wa3 - a3wa2, aI I 
+ rl/w+ll,u(a3wal - lwa3, a21 = 0 (4.4) 
holds for U, V, w GA\(Z) and 8, E T,_,, d2 E To_,, 83 E T,,+,. It may happen that u + 
u=z. In that case a,(u)= a,(u) = 0 and the first term in (4.4) should be interpreted 
as 0. Similar interpretations should be used if v + w =z or w + u = z. 
It will be convenient to rewrite the formula (4.4) in a slightly modified form. Namely 
we set s = u + v + w, or equivalently, w = s - u - v. Then, by using (4.3), we can 
rewrite (4.4) as 
Ib;+v,,_u_v(al(~)a2 - a,(u)a,,a,) = ~u,s-,e4~a2(~ -u -da3 - a3wa2) 
+ $v,s-u(a2, a,(+5 - aI (s - u - da3 ). (4.5) 
This is valid for u, 0,s - u - v # z and 8, E Tu_, & E To_,, d3 E T,_,_,_,. 
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We shall now construct some 2-cocycles. Let h : T x T + F be an arbitrary skew- 
symmetric bilinear form. Define the skew-symmetric bilinear form $h : L x L + F by 
$h(t”&, t”& > = &+,A(&, 82 1, 
where 6 is the Kronecker 6 symbol; u, v E A\(z) and ai E T,_,, a2 ET,,_,. 
For U, u E A\(z), define 
(4.6) 
where di ET,_, and 82 E TO_,. In order to prove that $h is a 2-cocycle, it suffices to 
verify that the bilinear forms (@),,, satisfy the Eqs. (4.3) and (4.5). The equation (4.3) 
is satisfied because h is skew-symmetric. In order to verify (4.5), we may clearly 
assume that s = z. Thus we have to show that 
h(al(v)a2 - a2(U)al,a3)=h(al,-a2(u)a3 - a3wa2) + w2,a3wal + al(u) 
holds for 8, E T,_,, d2 E TO_,, and d3 E Tu+“. This is indeed valid because 8s (U + U) = 0. 
If $ is any 2-cocycle of L we denote by [$I the cohomology class of *. Let Y2(T) 
denote the space of skew-symmetric bilinear forms on T. The map 
S(T) + H2(L,F); h H Whl (4.7) 
is clearly linear. 
We can now state our main result. 
Theorem 4.1 (Main theorem). Let W = W(A, T, cp) be a simple generalized Witt 
algebra, with dim T > 4, and L = t”S a simple subalgebra of Cartan type S. Then 
the map (4.7) de$ned above is an isomorphism of vector spaces. 
It follows from this theorem that, if dim T = n < CO, then dimH*(L, F) = (Y$. We 
conclude this section by two remarks. 
We claim that the simple Lie algebras L = PS, with dim T 2 3, are not isomorphic 
to any simple generalized Witt algebra W. This follows from the observation that 
dimH2(L,F) 2 3 (as we show later the map (4.7) is injective) while it was proved 
in [I] that dimH2(W,F)< 1. 
Another remark is that L = t’s, with z # 0 and dim T 2 3, is not isomorphic to any 
generalized Block algebra 9 as defined in [l]. Indeed in 9 the ad-semisimple elements 
form a l-dimensional space, while in L all elements in Lo = T, are ad-semisimple. 
5. Preliminary lemmas 
Throughout this section we assume that z # 0. Our ultimate objective is to prove 
that the linear map (4.7) is bijective. In this section we shall prove several important 
lemmas. 
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We denote by $I an arbitrary 2-cocycle of L = PS. The bilinear forms Ic/u,r are defined 
for U, v E A\(z) as in (4.2). We also recall that, if x E A, we denote by 2 the linear 
functional on T defined by ~?(a) = a(x). 
For the sake of simplicity we shall write T,,, instead of T, n T,, and we define 
T,,,, similarly. Recall that T, = ker(ti), and so, if u # 0, then T, is a hyperplane 
of T. 
If s E A and s^= ,G with I # 1, i.e., s #z, then the bilinear form I+& is defined on 
C x T,. In our first lemma we show that this form is 0. 
Lemma 5.1. If s E A, i = 22, and 2 # 1 then 
ko = 0. (5.1) 
Proof. Let u E A be such that zi@Fi?. In (4.5), we set v = s - u and we assume that 
8, E T,_,, d2 E lL,_z, and 8, E T,.,. Then 
a,(v)=a,(S--)=a,(s-Z)=(~- i)a,(z), 
a2cu) = a2(s - Z) = c/z - i )a,(z), 
a2(s-u-z)=o, a3(v)=a3(S-U)=o, 
a,(+~, a,cs - v -z)=a,(u -z)=o. 
Hence (4.5) gives (i - l)$~,a(di(z)& - d2(z)a,,d3) =O. 
As 3,# 1, we conclude that 
ko( K Tu,;) = 0, (5.2) 
where V is the subspace of T, spanned by all vectors al(z)& -&(z)& with 8, E T,,_; 
and d2 E T,_,_,. 
We fix d2 E T,_,_, such that &(z)#O. Let V’ be the subspace of V spanned by all 
vectors al(z)& - &(z)& as 3, runs through T,_,. Since &(z)#O, it follows immedi- 
ately that 
v’ + F& 3 T,_, + Fa2. (5.3) 
Now assume that 1-f 2. Then 
because d2 E T,_,_, and s^= Ai. As &@T,_,, we have T,_, +F& = T. Now (5.3) im- 
plies that V’+F& = T, and consequently V’ = V = T,. By (5.2), we have &o(Tz, T,.,) 
= 0. Since this holds for arbitrary u E A, subject only to the condition ti @F2, we con- 
clude that I/Q(T~, Tz) = 0, i.e., ~,&a = 0. 
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It remains to consider the case 1= 2, i.e., s = 22. If 2 = 2, choose v = s-u, dt E T,_,, 
d2 E T,_,_, = T,_,, a3 E T,_,_,_, = T,. Then (4.5) becomes 
bhs,O(&@)d2 - ‘32(z)&, 33) = h,s-~(6, -a,(v>a,) + k4u(~2,~3(~)& > 
= &,,-,(a, - 83(u + v)d2) = 0. 
Since T,_,=(~l(z)a2-a~(z)al I&,&ET,-,), we have &o(T,,,,T,)=O. Hence &o=O. 
Next we shall consider the forms $,,_, when s^= Ai with A# 1, and ti @F2. This 
form is defined on T,,_, x T,_,_, and we will be interested in the restriction of this 
form to T,,, x T,,,. For simplicity, let us denote this restriction by I,$,+,. 
Lemma 5.2. Let u,s E A be such that s^= 22 with A# 1, t;@F& and dim T > 3. Then 
K-u = 0. 
Proof. Assume first that ,? # 0, i.e., s # 0. In (4.5), we set dl ,a2 E T,,,, v = s, and we 
choose a3 E Tu+ such that a,(s)#O. Such d3 exists because s^= li and 2;#F.2. Then 
(4.5) gives 
-a3wtk,s-u(al, ad + a3(24ko(a2, 4) = 0. 
Since d3(s)#0, and $8,s(a2,al)=0 by Lemma 5.1, we conclude that &,-,(&,&)=O 
for all al, a2 E T,,,, i.e., that &,_, = 0. 
It remains to consider the case i = 0, i.e., s = 0. In (4.5), we set v= 224 -z, s = 0, 
al = a2 = aE T,,,, and choose d3 E T, such that a,(z)#O. We obtain that +&(a, a) 
= 0. Hence I,&~ is skew-symmetric. 
On the other hand, if we set s = 0, v = u; dr , 82 E T,,,, and choose ds E T2,,+ such 
that a,(z)#o, then (4.5) gives as(u). [&&a2,&) - i,&,(&,82)]=0. AS 2a3(u)= 
-a,(z)#O, we conclude that 
for all &, dz E T,,,. This means that I&_, is symmetric. Since it is also skew-symmetric, 
it must be 0. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Let u E A, fi@F.?, s = 22, and dim T 2 3. Then the form &-, : T,_, 
x T,_, -+ F is skew-symmetric. 
Proof. Choose v E A such that ti, Q, and i are linearly independent. We can choose 
83 E T,,,_, such that &(v)#O. By using these s,u,v,a3 in (4.5) and by setting 
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8, = d2 = a E T,_,,_,, we obtain that &,_,(a, a) = 0. Hence the restriction of &,,_, to 
T,_,,_, x T,_,,_, is a skew-symmetric bilinear form. Since this holds for all v such 
that G, b,i are linearly independent, it follows that $Z,,,-U itself is skew-symmetric. q 
Lemma 5.4. Let s, u, v E A, s^= 22, ,I# 1, and assume that i2,6, and i are linearly 
independent. Then 
~u,s-u(al, 3,) = bk,,-,bk a,) (5.4) 
holds jbr 8, E T,_,,_, and d2 E T,,,,. 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that dim T 2 3. If dim T = 3, then T,,,, = 0 and the as- 
sertion of the lemma is trivial. Thus we may assume that dim T 2 4. 
For i3, = a2 = 8 E Tu_z,,_, and d3 E T,,,,, the Eq. (4.5) gives 
~u,,_u(a, acs - u - z)a,) = ~o,,y_c(a, acs - v - z)&). 
AS a(s - u - Z) = (A- 2)3(z) = a(s - v - z), we deduce that 
(n - 2)a(z) wu,,-,(4 a,) - hda, a,)] = 0. 
If Af2, it follows that (5.4) holds whenever &(z)#O. Since the vectors 8, E 
Tu_z,,-, satisfying &(z)#O span T,_,,_,, (5.4) holds also when &(z)=O. 
It remains to consider the case i = 2, i.e., s = 22. By Lemma 5.3, the form GU,,,_,, is 
skew-symmetric. By Lemma 5.2, its restriction I,/&_, is 0. It follows that there exists 
a linear form 1, : YT,,~ ---f F such that 
holds for 8, E T,_, and d2 E T,,,. 
A similar formula is valid for I,&-~ and some linear form I, : T,,, ---f F. 
Now choose 8s E Tu+r,z such that as(U) Then for 8, E Z’,_,.,._,, & E Tu.a,z, and 
s = 22, (4.5) gives 
a,(z)~U+l..\-u-c(a2, a,) = a3(u)$U,,-,(a2, aI ) - 83(r)+U,s-u(al, a2). 
Since a2, d3 E T,,+,,,,, Lemma 5.2 shows that ~,&~,~_~_~(dz, a,) = 0. Hence we conclude 
that dl(z)a3(U) . [lD(d,) - I,(a,)]=O. It follows that &(&)= I,(a2) for a2 E T,,,..;. 
Consequently 
tiU,.Y-U(al,a2)= al(z)~,(a2)=al(z)~,(a2)=~~,:,~,_(~l~~2) 
for 8, E T,_,,,_; and d2 E T,,,,. 0 
6. Normalization of 2-cocycles 
In this section we again assume that L = tzS and z#O. Our objective in this section 
is to show that each cohomology class [$] E N2(L,F) contains a representative of a 
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very simple form, so-called normalized 2-cocycle (in the sense to be made precise 
below). 
If f : L + F is a linear functional, then the map IJ~ : L x L + F defined by 
+f(x,Y>=f(Kyl) (6.1) 
is called a 2-coboundary. Each 2-coboundary is also a 2-cocycle. We have H2(L,F) = 
Z2(L, F)/B2(L, F) where Z2 (resp. B2) is the space of 2-cocycles (resp. 2-coboundaries). 
Each linear map f : L -+ F defines for each u E A\(z) the linear map fu : T,_, 4 F 
by setting 
Ma) = f(t”%. (6.2) 
Clearly the maps fU, for all u#z, determine f uniquely. 
Definition 6.1. We say that a 2-cocycle $ E Z2(L, F) is normalized if the associated 
bilinear forms I+& (see (4.2)) vanish whenever u + ufz. (Recall that these forms are 
defined only if u,v#z.) 
Proposition 6.2. Let L = t’s, z # 0, and dim T 2 4. Then every cohomology class [II/] E 
H2(L, F) contains a normalized 2-cocycle. 
Proof. For each s EA\{z}, we shall define a linear function fs : T,_, -+ F. 
Assume first that ?$Fi. We fix a vector di E T,\T, and define the linear function 
fs:Ts_,+F by 
f (8) = ~o,s(al~~) 
s 
h(s) . 
(6.3 1 
We claim that fs is independent of the choice of ai. Indeed let 82 be also in T,\T,. 
By using these dr and 82 and by setting u= u=O in (4.5), we obtain that 
O= ~o,s(al,a2(s)a3) + bhda2, -alw3) 
holds for all 83 E T,_,. Hence our claim follows. 
Now let s^= lz^, A# 1. Then T,_, = T, and so we want to define a linear function 
fs : T, -+ F. For that purpose, we fix u, v E A such that ti, 6, and z^ are linearly indepen- 
dent. It follows that T, = T,,, + T,,,. Given 8 E T,, we choose a decomposition 
a=6 +a,, alou+ a2m,,, 
and define 
A(a)=& { 
16U,S-U(a3, al ) + ~~,S--v(a4~ 8,) 
a3(z) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
where a3 E T,_,\T,, a4 E T,_,\T, are chosen arbitrarily. 
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The first quotient above is independent of the choice of d3. Indeed let also 8; E 
T,_,\T,. Then al, = ci3s + 8s for some nonzero constant c and some do E T,,,. By 
Lemma 5.2 we have &+_U(aO, &)=O, and so 
which proves our assertion. Similarly, the second quotient in (6.5) is independent of 
the choice of &. 
We claim next that the right nand side of (6.5) is independent of the choice of the 
decomposition (6.4). Thus if also a = 8; + ai, al, E T,,z, 8; E Tc,z, we have to show 
that 
ks-da3, 4 - ai ) = +k,,-,(a4,a; - a,) 
a3(4 a4(4 
We may assume that we have chosen a3 and 84 such that 83 = 34 E T,_,,,_,\T,. Since 
8, - al, = 8; - 82, the above equality follows from Lemma 5.4. 
Hence we have shown that fs is a well defined function T, 4 F. It is clear that f\ 
is linear. 
Observe that the formula (6.5) can be simplified in the case where a E T,,,. In that 
case we can take 8, = 8 and a2 = 0 so that the right hand side of (6.5) reduces to just 
one term. 
The above definition of fs depends on the choice of u and v. Let us now write f:“ 
for that function. 
We claim that 1:” . IS also independent of the choice of u and v. Thus if u’, v’ E A 
and ~7, G’, and f are linearly independent, we have to show that 
j-y(a) = ff’J(a) 
holds for 8 E T,. Clearly it suffices to prove this in 
and (2) v = v’. The proofs in two cases are similar, 
ZA=ZA’. 
two special cases only: (1) 24 = U’ 
and so we consider only the case 
One further simplification is possible. Since dim T 2 4, we may assume, without any 
loss of generality, that z& i?, O’, and i are linearly independent. 
The above equality can be rewritten as 
~u,s-u(a3, 4 ) + bh,s--v(a4, 21 = 
a3(4 a4(4 
k-da;, 8: ) + tk+4ak~ 8;) 
a;(z) ax4 ’ 
where at,... ,& have the same meaning as in the definition of f,“,“, and similarly 
a= a; + a;, a; E T,,,, a: E Tut,,, a; E T,_,\T,, a; E T,;j_,\T,. 
First of all we may assume that a$ = as. Next, as fi, 6, v^‘, and i are linearly inde- 
pendent, we have T, = T,,, + Tv,vl,z. Hence we may assume that the two decomposi- 
tions of 8 are the same, i.e., ai = al, and & = 8; E Tv,vl,z. Finally we may assume that 
d4 = 8: E T,_,,I_,\T,. Now the equality that we wanted to prove follows from Lemma 
5.4, 
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The linear functions fS : T,_, ---f F have been defined for all s fz. Let f : L -+ F be 
the unique linear function for which (6.2) is valid for all ufz and d E T,_,. Let @f 
be the 2-coboundary defined by (6.1). 
We claim that the 2-cocycle $ = $ - tjf is normalized, i.e., 
VJU,,_, = 0 (6.6) 
for s#z and u#z, s - z. 
For 8, E T,_, and a2 E T,_,_, we have 
[tud,, ts-ua21 = tqal cs - ga2 - a2(gal 1, 
and so 
~~,s_u(al,a2)=~~,s--u(al,d2) - f,(al(s - u)a2 - a2(n)al). (6.7) 
Assume first that s^@Fi?. If U= 0, then (6.6) follows immediately from (6.3) and 
(6.7). If u#O, we apply the formula (4.5) to the cocycle & instead of $ and set 
n =s - u to obtain that 
JU,,_,(a,, -a3(s - u)a2) + J,_,,,(d2, a3(n)al) = 0 
holds for & E T,_,, a2 E T,_,_,, and 83 E Z. 
By applying (4.3) for $, this can be rewritten as ds@)&_,(&,&) =O. As s^#F2, 
we can choose 83 E T, such that &(s)#O. Hence we have shown that (6.6) holds 
whenever s^ # F2. 
It remains to consider the case where s^= Ai, n# 1. By applying (4.5) to 4 instead 
of $, we see that it suffices to prove (6.6) for zi$?‘F2. Thus we assume that this is so. 
For d, E T,_, and a2 E T,_,_, we have 
a+ - u)=a,(~ -z)=(l - i)a,(z), 
and 
a2(u) = a2cs - z) = (n - 1 )a,(z), 
So, we can rewrite (6.7) as 
$u,S_U(al, a,) = IC/U,S-U(al, a ) - (n - l)fs(al(z)a2 - a2(z)al ), 
If a,(Z) = a,(z) = 0, then al, d2 E T,,, and IG;,S-,l(ai, 8,) = 0 by Lemma 5.2. Hence 
$,,,_,(di, 8,) = 0 in that case. 
Next assume that di (z) #O while &(z) = 0. Then 82 E T,,, and the definition (6.5) 
gives 
where ds E T,_,\T, is arbitrary. By taking a3 = di, we see that $,,_U(d,,a2)=0. 
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One shows similarly that $,,_,(a,, 8,) = 0 also if a,(z) = 0 and &(z)#O. Conse- 
quently, there exists a constant c(s, u) E F such that 
3,,,_,(&, a,> = 4% um(zPz(z) 
holds for all dl E T,_, and 82 E T,_,_,. 
Now choose v E A such that fi, i?, and i are linearly independent. We can rewrite 
(4.5) as 
c(% u + v)]&(~)&(z) - a,(u>&(z)l~,(z> 
= c(& u)&(z)[a,(s - fJ - z)a3@) - a,(v)a,(z)l 
+C(S,v)d2(Z)[a3(U)al(Z) - aI@ - 0 - z)a3(z)1. 
By choosing 8, E TV_, and d2 E TV_, such that &(z)a,(z) # 0, and by choosing a3 E 
T u+c,r such that a,(u)#O, we obtain that c(s,u) = -c(s, u). By replacing v with z - v, 
we have c(s,z-vu) = -c(s, u). On the other hand, (4.3) implies that c(s,z-u) = -c(s, ~1). 
Hence we conclude that c(s, u) = 0, i.e., (6.6) holds also for s^ = Ai with A # 1. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
7. Proof of the main theorem for z f 0 
It is easy to show that the map (4.7) is injective. Indeed assume that h E Y( T) and 
[Ii/h] =O, i.e., $h =$f where $f is the 2- co b oundary defined by some linear function 
f : L -+ F as in (6.1). Let fU be the linear forms defined by (6.2). By definition of tih, 
we have ($h)l,,u = 0 if u + v fz and, if u + v =z then ($h),.,_,, is the restriction of h 
to T,_, x T,. Hence for & ET,_, and a2 ET, we have 
h(al,a2) = (V)u,z-u(al, a,) = (+f)u,z-u(alr a,) 
= f([tua,, tz-v,]) = 0. 
Since u is arbitrary in A\(z), it follows easily that h = 0. 
We have to show that the map (4.7) is surjective, i.e., if I,!IEZ~(L,F) is arbitrary, 
then there exists an h E 9’pz( T) such that [$] = [rClh]. In the view of Proposition 6.2, we 
may assume that $ is normalized. Thus we have 
+(tua,, tca2) = 6,+,,+0, a,), (7.1) 
where u, n~A\{z}, &, := I,&~, and 8, ET,_, and d2 E T,_, are arbitrary. 
By setting s =z in (4.5), we obtain that 
r+k+,(a,(u)a, -al(u)a2,a3)= ~~(al,a3(v)a2+a2(u)~3)-~~(a2,d3(u)o’l +al(v)d3) 
(7.2) 
holds for U, v #z, u + v # 0, and a, E T,_;, d2 E T, +, a3 E T,,+l. 
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Our first claim is that the bilinear forms & and & agree on the intersection of their 
domains, i.e., that 
$u;(~l,~2>=$"c~l,~2) (7.3) 
for alET _ _ and &ET,,,. u z,u z 
We distinguish six cases. 
Case 1: ii, 0 and i are linearly independent. By applying (7.2) with dr = 82 E T,,_,,_, 
and a3 E T,, D, we obtain that 
a1(z).[Ib;(a1,a3)-~“(a1,a3)i=0. 
Our claim follows easily from this equation. 
Case 2: zi = E, ,I# 0, 1, and I? #Fi?. We have Tu-rv-r = T,,, = T,,,. By applying 
(7.2) with a,, a, E T,,,, &ET,_,\T,, and using Lemma 5.2, we get 
+k+,(na2(z)al, d3) = bwl, la2w3 1, 
i.e., &(a,,a3)= $h+,(al,a3) =O. Using again Lemma 5.2, we see that &,(&,&)=O 
for al, d3 E T,,,. Hence our claim is again valid. 
Case 3: 6= 12i #FL;. We have A # 0, and we may assume that A # 1, i.e., v # u. 
By replacing v with v - u in (6.13), and assuming that dr ET,,,, d2ETv_u_z, and 
a3 ET, = T,, we obtain that 
a,(u). bh;(a1,a3~ - 4wl,a3~i=o. 
As we can choose a2 E To_,_, such that d2(U) # 0, we deduce that &(&, a,) = $~;(a,, 8s) 
holds for all dt ET,,, and 83 ET,. Since T,_,,_, = T,,, and T,,, = T,, our claim is 
proved in this case. 
Case 4: d -i = ,I(fi -2) $ F?. This case follows from the previous case by replacing 
u and v with u - z and v - z, respectively. 
Case 5: ii6F.i and t?=X+$ with p#O,l -1. We have T,,_~,,_,=T,,,=T,,,. 
By Case 2, we have 
for al, a2 E T,,,, i.e., our claim holds. 
Case 6: S=L.i and fi=@ (&p#O,l). Let WEA with Q$Fi. By Case 2 we have 
for a,,a, l T,,,. Since w EA is arbitrary, apart from the restriction G q!F.f, it follows 
that the equality (7.3) holds for all dt, a2 E T,, i.e., our claim holds. 
Since the six cases above are exhaustive, the proof of our claim is completed. 
The forms tju are defined for all ucA\{O,z}. By setting v=z--u in (7.3), we obtain 
that 
ti0,a2) = k,(k a2) 
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holds for d,, a2 E T,,,. By using (4.3) we deduce that 
h(~2, a1 ) = -444(&, a,>, 
i.e., the restriction of +!I~ to T,,, x T,,, is skew-symmetric. In particular, if ti~Fi, then 
the form $zII itself is skew-symmetric. By (7.3) we know that ll/U = 1c/c if &GE Fi. Let 
g : T x T ---f F be a skew-symmetric bilinear form which extends all &, for GE Fi. 
By replacing $ with $ - $ Y, we may assume that tj& = 0 for all u E A with C E Fi 
(u#O,z). By (7.3) we have that 
for all uEA\{O,z}. 
Our next objective is to show that @ = $h for a suitable h E YJ( T). 
For the construction of h we need to establish some auxiliary formulae. The first 
one: 
$u+,da2(u)a - &(v)a,,a,)= ~2(~)$u(~l,~3) - &(U)\l/,(d2>~3) 
is valid for U, u fz; u + u # 0; and dl E T,_,, 82 E T,_z, d3 E T,,,z. This is just a special 
case of (7.2). 
It will be convenient to replace o with v - u in this formula. Thus we have 
$d~2(~)& - 4(u - z)d2,d3) = dZ(UMu(&, 83) - &(u - zM-u(~2,~3 ), 
where ufz; c#O,u+z; and a,ET,_,, d2 E To_,_,, d3ETu,L.,Z. 
Note that the above equation can also be written as 
+06 +~~2,a3)=n~~(al,a3)+~~~-,(al,a3) 
provided that nai + pa2 E TV_,, i.e., M, (tl - Z) + pd2(u) = 0. 
The second formula is 
(7.4) 
twlwa2 + a2m,a3) = -alwh(a3, a21 (7.5) 
which is valid for li $! F?, and d, E T,, d2 E T,,, a3 ET,,,. 
In order to prove this formula, we choose DE A such that zi, fi, and i are linearly 
independent. Assume that also a3 E Tu,.+ dl ET,,,. Since T, = T,,, + T,,,, we can write 
&=a+a’ with i3ET,,, and iYET,,,. By writing 
a,(+a2 + a2(2)a, = [a,wa + acz)a,] + a,(qa’ 
and by replacing u with U, u with 2~ -z, Id, with &(u)a + a(z)&, pa2 with a,(u)?’ 
in (7.4) we find that 
rl/,(al(u)a2 + a2(Z)al,a3)= tiU-,(al(u)a + a(z)a,,a,), 
because &(d’, 83) = 0. By (7.3) we have 
Il/zU-z(al(u)a + a(z)al,a3)=+0,(u)a + a(a)a,,a,). 
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Another application of (7.4) with v +u, u-+u+v+z, &-+a, M+d,(u)d, /.Lua*+ 
a(z) gives that 
h(al(u)a + a(z)al,a,) = al(uMd+“+z (4 a3 1, 
because $_,_,(&,a3)= 0. By (7.3) we have 
~l(u)4h+“+r aa,)= alwkk-da,a3). 
Finally by (4.3) we have 
al(44ua,a3~ = -alw~u;(a3,a). 
Since d2 = d + 8 and &,(a,, a’) = 0, the above chain of equalities shows that (7.5) 
holds when dr ET,,, and d3 E T,,,,. Since both sides of (7.5) are bilinear in 8, and 83 
and VEA is arbitrary apart from the restriction that i, #Fii + F.5, it follows that (7.5) 
is valid for all 8, E T, and 83 ET,,,. 
The third formula is that 
hm~)a2 + a2wl,a2)= a2wv;(a,,a2) (7.6) 
holds for C, O,f linearly independent, and dt E T,,,, &ET,,,. 
We apply (7.2) with such u and v, and with dt =d2~Tu-z,v-a and a3 ET,+,,,_,. 
We obtain that 
tua2,a3w2 + a2w3)= ua2,a2w3 - a3w2). 
By replacing u with z - u and v with z - v, we conclude that 
~z-u(a2, a3w2 + a2w3) = hda2, a2w3 - a3wa2) 
holds for a2 ET,,, and ds E Tv,U_~Z. By using (4.3), we obtain that 
&@3(Z)d2 + a,(z)a,,a,)=~“;(d2(Z)a3 - d3(+2d2). 
Assuming that &(z) # 0, and by setting 
d .= a2(z)a3 - a3(z)a2 
1 . 
a,(z) ’ 
we find that 
a3w2 + a2w3 = a3w2 + [a2(z)a, + a3cz)a2] 
= a3(24a2 + a2(z)al 
= a3wa2 + a2(4al 
= alwa2 + a2wl, 
and so (7.6) holds. Of course, (7.6) also holds if a,(z) = 0. 
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It remains to observe that if &ET,,, and &(z) # 0, then the linear map 
Tu,u-2z ----f TV,, 
sending 
d3 + 
82w3 - d3w2 
a2w 
is surjective. This completes the proof of the formula (7.6). 
In order to define h, we choose u, v E A such that ti, 6, and f are linearly independent. 
We also choose 3, E T,,, and 82 E T,,, such that at(u) = c?2(u) = 1. It is easy to check 
that 
T=Fa, @Fd2 c!? T,,, and T = F& f.13 Fa2 CB Tu_z,,._, 
Given a, a’ E T we choose decompositions 
a=d, + ba2 + a,, al = da, + b/a2 +a;, 
with a, b, a’, b’ E F and 83 E T,,,, a; E T,_,,_,. We now define 
h(a,a’):= -~+&,a,) - &L1(al,a3) - b+da;,a,) - bf+da2,a3) - 4h/u(a;,a,). 
(7.7) 
We claim that h(d, a’) is independent of the choice of d2. Thus let 8; E T,,, with 
a:(u) = 1. Then ai = a2 + do with 8, ET,,,,,. We have 
s = ua, + ba; + (a, - baa), a’ = da, + b?; + (a; - b/a()). 
and so we have to verify that h(d, a’) is equal to 
+jtl,(a; - baa, a, ) - djo(a,, a3 - bad 
- bhda; - b%, a, + a,) - b$h(a2 + a,, z3 - bad 
- t+hu(a: - b’ao,a3 - baa). 
Since &(&,a,), $U(aO,&),~V(~O,a,), and &(a,,a,) are all 0, the above expression 
becomes 
-arCl,(a;, aI ) - ~‘hm, 8,) - bbua;, a2 + 3,) 
- b’hG;(a2 + do, a,) - 4ua;, 8,) + bhuca;, do) + bvu(ao, a3 1. 
This completes the verification. 
One can show similarly that h(a, a’) is independent of the choice of 8,. 
Our definition of h apparently depends on the choice of u and v. So, let us write 
h”,’ instead of h. 
We claim that h”,” = h”‘,v’ holds if u’, u’, and z^ are also linearly independent. Clearly 
it suffices to consider the two special cases: (1) u = U’ and (2) u = u’. The proofs in 
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these two special cases are similar and so we shall give the proof for the case (1) 
only. 
Thus we want to show that h”,” - ‘3’ h rf ~2, v’, and 2 are linearly independent. Without 
any loss of generality, we may also assume that fi, B, u’, and i are linearly independent. 
Since we have already shown that hqv is independent of the choice of dt and &, we 
may now assume that we use the same dt and 82 in the definitions of h”,O and h”,“‘. 
Of course we have to choose a, and 82 such that 
a,(u) = I, a,(V)=a,(u’)=a,(Z)=o, 
a,(u) = 0, a2cu) = a,(u’) = I, a2cz) = 0. 
We write d, a’ E T as 
a=cal + da2 + a4, a’ = cfa, + d/a2 + a: 
with c, d, c’, d’ E F and 84 E T,, ok, al, E T,_, t’J _=. Since 
a4 - a3 = [a - c)al + (b - d)a2, a; - a; = ca’ - c’)al + (b’ - dl)a2, 
by evaluating (a, - as, U) and (8: - ai, u -z), we conclude that a = c and a’ = c’. Thus 
a4 = a3 + (b - d)a2, a; = a; + (b’ - d’)a2. 
By definition we have 
hya, a’) = -atjuU,(a; + (b’ - d’)a2, a, ) - a’t+bu;l(al, a3 + (b - dja,) 
- wu(a; + (b’ - d’)a2, a,) - d%(a2,a3 + (b - d)a2) 
- IG;(a; + (b’ - d’)a2, a3 + (b - dja, 1. 
Since the three terms with $,, can be expanded, we find that 
hyd, a’) - huJ(a, a’) = a . [tioj(a; + (b’ - d)a2, al I - +a;, aI )I 
+d . [IC/,+w3 + (b - m2) - 9wd3n 
By (6.15), we have 
t+b(a; + (b’ - dpa2, al I= h/Uca;, aI I + (b’ - 0tida2, al 1, 
and similarly 
+da,, a3 + (b - d)a2) = 4-da3 + (b - 4a2, al I 
= -1cI,-da3, 4 I - (b - dhh-da2, al) 
= 4wl, a3 I - (b - oh-da2, al 1. 
Since &,iY,ET,, we have ~“v’_-v(d2,al)=~~_,,(a,,a,)=0, and so it follows that 
hya, a’) = h”u’(a, ’). 
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We now claim that h is skew-symmetric. In order to prove this, it suffices to show 
that h(a, a) = 0 for all 3~ T. For that purpose we set a’=d in (7.7) and so 
a; = & + (a - a’)& + (b - b’)&. 
By evaluating both sides at u - z and v - z, we obtain that 
a - a’ = b - b’ = a,(z). 
Since 3, E T,_, and a2 E T,_,, we have 
+“(a:, aI ) = +U(a3 + a3(z)a2, al ), +U(a:,a2)=~U(a3 + a3(z)al,a2), 
and 
hca;,a3)= h(a3 + a3wl,a3) + a3mw2,a3). 
Hence (7.7) gives that 
ha a) = -4tw3 + a3w2, aI I + hoI, a3 )I 
- b[+k(a3 + a3(z)dl, a,) + +402, a3 )i 
+ [a3wv(dl,a3) - bw3 + a3wl,a3)i. 
The expressions in the first two pairs of square brackets are zero by (7.5). The ex- 
pression inside the last pair of square brackets is zero by (7.6). 
This completes the proof of skew-symmetry of h. 
We remark that if 8, d’E T,, then also &, a; E T,, and the defining formula (7.7) 
shows that h( d, 8’) = 0. 
Finally we claim that + = $h. Clearly it suffices to show that & = (rl/h)M, for all 
w~A\{o,z}, i.e., that 
tiw(a, a’) = 44 8’) (7.8) 
holds for d E T,_, and a’ E T,,,. By the above remark, this is true if G EF~. 
Assume now that G #FZ. Then we may assume that the element u used in the 
definition (7.7) of h is u =z - w. By using the same expressions for a and a’ as in 
the definition of h, we have a = a’ = 0 because d E T, and d’ E T,_,. Since a3 E T, and 
3; ET,_,, we have 
+40, a’) = $Z-u(ba2 + a3, b’a2 + a;) 
= b4ua2, 4) + W-da,, a,) + +4a3, a;) 
= -w2@~, a2 > - b’hL;(a2, a3 > - bu4,a3 > 
= h(a,d’). 
Hence (7.8) holds, and the proof of the theorem is completed. 0 
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8. Proof of the main theorem for z = 0 
In this section we assume that z = 0, i.e., L = S = (ker(div))‘, and that dim T 2 4. 
Let $ be an arbitrary 2-cocycle in Z2(L,F). Since z = 0, Eq. (4.5) takes the form 
&4+“,,-,-“(al(~)~z - d2(UVl> 83 > 
=$t,,,-,,(&,a,@ - 24183 - d3(u>a2) + $t~,s-v(~2,d3(~)& - 816 - u)a3), (8.l) 
where u,v# 0, u + v#s, ai E T,, d2 E T,, and d3 E 7f_,_,. 
Until further notice we shall assume that s # 0. Let u # 0,s and denote by $L,,_, the 
restriction of the bilinear form I&,-, : ll, x T,_, --t F to z,, x T,,,. 
Our first claim is that 
*l&l = 0. (8.2) 
If z? $ F?, this follows from (8.1) by specifying that v = u, that ai, d3 E T,,,, and by 
choosing a2 E r, such that d2(S) # 0. 
Now assume that t E Fs^ (and u # 0,s). Then z,, = z = T,_, and so I&_., = &,_u. 
Let v E A be such that 5 # Fi. We know that I+&” = 0. By using this and by spec- 
ifying that a,, a2 E T,,, and by choosing a3 E c_,_, such that a,(v) # 0, we obtain 
from (8.1) that &,_,(&,&) =O. Thus the restriction of I,&, to T,,, x &J, is 0 
for each v E A such that 6 $!Fs^. This implies that ll/u,,_, = 0, and so our claim is 
proved. 
Our second claim is that if z?, ii, and s^ are linearly independent, then I,&_, and I,&, 
coincide on the intersection of their domains, i.e., 
(8.3) 
for at E i& and a2 E T,_,,_,. 
Since ti, d,s^ are linearly independent, we can choose a E i& such that a(s) # 0. 
By setting ai = & = a in (8.1 ), we obtain that 
$u,s-u(a, w3 - a,wa) = bk,s-v(4 wa3 - a3w9 
holds for all as E T,_,_,. Let V be the subspace of T spanned by all vectors d(s)& - 
a,(v)8 as a3 runs through z_,_,,,_,. Note that V c &,,_, and d $ V. Since a(s) # 0, 
we have V + Fa > T,_,_,,_, + Fd, and so V = T,_,,_,. Thus we have shown that 
4hCs-da, ’) = bh,42 a’) 
for all d’ E z_,,_,. Since a was chosen arbitrarily in T,,, subject only to the condition 
a(s) # 0, our second claim is proven. 
We shall now define a linear function fs : z + F. We start by fixing u, v E A such 
that ti, 6, s^ are linearly independent. Given a E T,, we choose a decomposition d = ai +& 
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with dl E T,,, and & E z,,, and we set 
fy(a) = $u.s-u(d3,&) + $“,s-c(~4,a2) 
836) a4w 
(8.4) 
where a3 E K\c and a4 E T,\T,. 
The first quotient above is independent of the choice of 83. Indeed let also ai E T,,\I;. 
Then ai = cd3 + do for some nonzero constant c and some do E 7;,.,. By (8.2) we have 
$u,s-,(~~, 6 > = 0, and SO 
rl/u,s-u(a;, aI ) = ~bk.43~, aI ), 
proving our assertion. Similarly, the second quotient in (8.4) is independent of the 
choice of 24. 
Let us show that the right-hand side of (8.4) is independent of the choice of the 
decomposition a = 3, + a2. So, let d = al, + i3& be another decomposition with al, E z,, 
and 3; E T...V. We have to show that 
h,.~-da3, aI - a; ) _ h-da4, a; - 3,) 
a,(s) - a,(s) 
holds. We may assume that a3 and d4 have been chosen so that a3 = a4 E T,,,. Since 
a, - a; = a; - a2 E T,,,,, the above equality follows from (8.3). 
Hence the function fs : T, + F is well defined. Clearly, it is a linear function. Its 
definition still depends on the choice of u and z). For that reason let us write J/9” 
instead of fs. 
In order to prove that f$" = f:',", it suffices to prove it in two special cases: u = U’ 
and v = v’. We shall consider only the case u = u’ since the proof in the other case is 
similar. Thus we want to show that x:,” = f$". Since dim T 2 4, without any loss of 
generality, we may assume that li, 8, v’, and s^ are linearly independent. 
show that 
+U,s-u(d3, aI) + i+kxa4, a,) = k,-,(a;, a:) + tk.L.),S--Cl(d:, a;) 
a3(S) a,(s) a;(s) a;(s) . 
We have to 
We may assume that 8s = a; and d4 = 3: E i&t. Since q = &,, + &I,,~, we may also 
assume that the decomposition a = dr + & = al, + 8; are the same, i.e., a, = al, E TU,,Y 
and a2 = 8; E &l,s. Hence the equality that we want to prove reduces to 
t41,s-ti(a4, ,) = ~~r,S--l.~(a4, 8,). 
Since a4 E &,,, and a2 E G,“,,,, this equality follows from (8.3). 
Hence for each s # 0, we have defined a linear function fs : T, + F. Let f : L ---f F 
be the unique linear function such that f (Pa) = fy(d) for all a E T, and all s # 0. Let 
t//f be the 2-coboundary, defined as in (6.1), and set 4 = $ + $f. 
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We shall prove that the 2-cocycle J is normalized, i.e., that (6.6) holds for sf 0 
and u # 0, s. From the definition of 4, it follows that 
4J,,,_,(dl, 82) = h,3-u(&, 82) + .f,(&(sH? - ~2(SPl) (8.5) 
holds for all 8, E T, and d2 E T,_,. 
Assume first that C #Fs^. In the special case where di, ~32 E T,,,, by using (8.2), it 
follows from (8.5) that $U,s_,(&,&) = 0. Next if dl E T,,, and 82 E T,_,\Z, then (8.5) 
gives 
$,,_,(a,, 8,) = k-dal, a,) - a2wm 1. 
Hence $U,s_U(di,a2) =0 by definition offs. Similarly, we can show that $u,s_u(dird2) 
= 0 if d2 E T,,, and di E T,\Z. It follows that there is a constant c(s, U) such that 
x 
ti,,,_,(al,a2) = ~6, 4alwa2ce 
holds for all at E T, and d2 E T,_,. 
We now choose v E A such that ti, 8, and s^ are linearly independent. Then (Kl), with 
$ instead of II/, can be rewritten as 
C(S, u + 4[al(v)a2(s) - a2(4al(4ia3(s) 
= C(S, 243 (s)[a2(s - 4a3(4 - a,(r)a,(s)i 
+ C(S, v)a2(s)[a3(4al(s) - al(s - v)a3(s)i. 
This is valid for all dl E T,, a2 E T,, and as E T,_,_,. In particular if a,, d3 E T,,,_, and 
d2 E G,s_U, we obtain that 
al(s)a2(s)a3(s)c(s, 4 = 0. 
Since z’& C,s^ are linearly independent, we may assume also that dl (s)&(s)&(s) # 0, and 
we conclude that c(s,u)=O. 
Hence we have shown that (6.6) holds if ti 4 Fi. 
Now assume that ti E Fi (and u # 0,s). We choose v E A such that 6 @FE. Then 
(8.1), applied to 4 instead of $, gives that 
tiu,s_u(al, a2(S - 4a3 - a3(v)a2) = 0 
holds for all 3, E r,, a2 E T,, and d3 E $_,_,. We fix a3 E &,-, such that a,(u)# 0. 
Denote by V the subspace of Z_, spanned by all vectors d2(s - #)a3 - a3(v)& as 82 
runs through Z. Since 
we conclude that V= Z_u. It follows that $,,,_Jdi, ~3) = 0 for all di E T, and a E Z-,. 
Hence (6.6) is true also when li E Fs^. 
By replacing II/ with the equivalent 2-cocycle 3, we may assume that I+&, = 0 for 
s#O and u#O,s. 
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For the sake of simplicity, we shall write $,, instead of $J,,_,. By setting s = 0 in 
(8.1), we obtain that 
holds for dl E T,, & E z, d3 E T,+r, and u,u# 0. Note that (4.3) implies that (8.6) 
holds when u f v = 0. 
Now we claim that (7.3) holds for all &,a2 E T,,,. 
Assume first that li and 6 are linearly independent. For ai, 82 E C,,., (8.6) gives 
a3(uhw2, al ) = a3whcal~ a,). 
Since d3 E T,+,:, we have i&(v) = -a,(u). As li and 8 are linearly independent, we can 
choose d3 E && such that a,(u) # 0. It follows that $Ja,,a,) = - &(&,a,). Since 
$Ja2,a,)= - i,_a(dl,a2) by (4.3) we infer that $U(a,,a2)=$_,(a,,a2) for a,,& ET,,,.. 
We can replace L’ with -v to conclude that (7.3) holds when zi and 6 are linearly 
independent. 
Next assume that zi and ti are linearly dependent, and so G,,, = z = z,. Let w E A be 
such that $ @Ft. Then by applying (7.3) to u, w and w, 0, we conclude that $,, and rc/I 
coincide on T,?,, x T,,,.. 
Since w is arbitrary, subject only to the condition 6 @ Fii, it follows that &, = $,., 
i.e., (7.3) holds also when zi and i, are linearly dependent. 
By setting 2) = - u in (7.3) and by using (4.3), we conclude that the bilinear form 
&, : & x T, ---f F is skew-symmetric, 
Our next objective is to define a skew-symmetric bilinear form h : T x T + F. For 
that purpose we fix u, v, w E A such that G, 5, and $ are linearly independent. We also 
choose a, E r.,, and d2 E T,,, such that (3,(u) = a,(u) = 1. We have a direct decompo- 
sition T = F& ~3 F& @ T,,,.. Given a, d’ E T we can write uniquely 
a=ua, +ba2+a3, a’ = da1 + b/a2 +a;, 
where ds, al, E T,,, and a, b, a’, 6’ are constants. Now we set 
ha a’) = tab’ - db)+da,, a ) + a+da,, a;) + dada,, a, ) 
+ wu’u(a2, aa + Wu(a3, d2 I+ h/u(a3, a; 1. (8.7) 
Clearly h is a bilinear form. Since $U,$V, and & are skew-symmetric, it follows easily 
that h is skew-symmetric. 
We claim that h(a, a’) is independent of the choice of a2. Thus let ai E 7& also 
satisfy a;(v) = 1. Then a; = d2 + a, with do E c,,,,. Hence 
a=ua, +ba:+(a3-baa), a’ = da, + b/a; + (a; - b/do), 
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and so we have to verify that h(8, a’) is equal to 
(~b’ - a’b)~~(al,a;)+ +dal,a; -b'ao)+dtida3 -bao,al) 
+bl)u(a;,a; - b’a,) + b'l+h(a3 - bao,a;) + $;(a, - bao,a; - b'do). 
By subtracting h(d, 8) from this expression, we obtain 
(ab’ - &)&(&,a,) - (ab’ - a’b)$“(ai,a,). 
Since we know that (7.3) holds, the above expression is 0. 
One proves similarly that h(8, 8’) is independent of the choice of ai. 
It is easy to see that h(a, a’) is independent of the choice of w. Indeed it suffices to 
consider another w, say w’, such that li, i&G, and w^l are linearly independent. Further 
we may assume that 13, and & are chosen so that ai E T,,,,,l, &E z,,,t, and, of 
course, a,(u) = a,(v) = 1. This is possible because dim T 2 4. Hence by using such 
8, and &, and w’ instead of w, only the first term on the right hand side will be 
changed. Namely &,(di,&) will be replaced by &~(di,&). Since (7.3) holds, we 
have &,,,(&, 8,) = &,,(dt, a,), and so h(a,d’) is not altered. 
A priori, our definition of h may depend on the choice of u and v. Let us indicate 
this by writing h”,” instead of h. We claim that in fact h “2” = h“,’ holds. It sullices to 
prove this in two special cases: u = u’ and v = v’. We shall give the proof in the case 
u = u’. The proof in the other case is similar. 
Without any loss of generality, we may assume that li, 6, and 2 are linearly inde- 
pendent. Since dim T 2 4, we can choose w E A such that 3, 0, v’, and G are linearly 
independent. We may also assume that ai and 82 are chosen so that ai E T,,,!,,, 82 E 
T- u,* u’,w, and &(U)=a2(u)= 1. 
For i3,a’ E T we need decompositions 
a = aa, + ba2 + a3 = ca, + da2 + a4, 
a’ = a’a, + b’a2 + a; = c’a, + d/a2 + a:, 
with &,a; ET,,, and &,,a; E 7&. Then h”,“(a,d’) is given by (8.7). By evaluating the 
above decomposition at u and v, we find that 
c = U, C’ = a’, b - d = - a,+‘), b’ - d’ = - a;+‘), 
and so 
a4 = a3 - a3(21’)a2, a; = a; - a:(v’)a,. 
It follows that 
huJ(a, a’) = [a@ + a;(v’)) - &b + a,(v’))l~w(a,, ) 
+44a,,a; - a;wa2) + avu/u,(a3 - a3em2,al) 
+ (b + a3wkca2, a;) + G+ + a:whwh, 8,) 
+h;(a, - a3wa2,a: - awa2). 
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Consequently 
h”,“(a,a’) - P”‘(a,a’) = a[$“U,(a; - a;@qa,,a,> - l+qa;,a,) - a;(u’)&(a,,a*)] 
- ~‘[~“~(~3-~3(~‘)~2,~l )-$d~3, o”l b~3(oM&~ 3211. (8.8) 
By making the substitutions: 
u ---f u’ - v, v + v, & + 82, a2 + a3, a3 -4 
in (8.6) we obtain that 
+da, - a3w)a2, al I = hu(a3, 4) - ~3mh--U~a2, aI 1. 
One obtains similarly (using ai instead of as) that 
Since &,a2 E G_,,,, we have 
bh4a2, aI I = bua2, al I = - 440, a,). 
It follows that both brackets in (8.8) are 0. Hence our assertion that h”~” is independent 
of the choice of u and v is proved. 
Finally we claim that 
$li=4T. x z (8.9) 
for all 24 # 0. 
Indeed assume that a, a’ E T, in (8.7). Then necessarily a = a’ = 0 and we obtain 
4ad’) = wda2,a;) + bVda3,a2) + +da,,a’,) 
= h(ba, + a3, b/a2 + a;) = IC/,(a, a’). 
Hence (8.9) is proved. 
If Ii/h is the 2-cocycle defined by (4.6), then (8.9) implies that $h = I/. This completes 
the proof of the main theorem when z = 0. 0 
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